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1. Introduction to momentproblems

In a previous paper (Moors [6]) the statistical decision problem (A~,A,L) was

treated, where
(i) for the action- and parameterspace holds

A- AS -[ 1-P;P] with pre-assigned P E (~;1 ]

(ii) the loss function L: AS x A-~gt is defined by L(8,a) -(8-a)2

(iii) a random variable X is observed, having the binomial distribution

B(n;9) with known n.

For shortness, this has been called the truncated binomial problem. It was

shown to arise in the context of Warner's [9] randomized response technique,

which can be a useful privacy-preserving tool in surveys concerning sensitive

properties. A number of decision rules (estimators for 8), optimal in some

sense, were considered; some generalizations were presented.

Among the optimum properties considered, was minimaxity. Minimax rules for

the truncated binomial problem were found explicitly only for P- 1, for P

close to i or for small n(up to 4). However, it was shown that the minimum

Bayes risk r(r,dT) - where dT denotes a Bayes rule with respect to the prior

distribution T on [1-P;P] - is a function of the moments ui :- ET(81)

(i - 0,1,...,n t 1) only. Further, a Bayes rule with respect to a least favorable

prior T~ is minimax. It follows that a least favorable distribution and a mini-

max rule can be derived by maximizing r(T,dT) with respect to (u~,u1,...,unf1)'

provided that such a maximum exists. This vector must of course be the moment-

vector corresponding with some (prior) distribution T. F~rther, invariance

considerations show that T can be chosen symmetric.

So, the minimax problem comes down to the question under what conditions

a given vector can be identified as the momentvector of some probability dis-

tribution. This problem, known as the momentproblem, has been the object of

much study. Some famous references, used in the sequEl are Shohat and Tamarkin

[ 71 , Karlin and Shapley [ 2] and von Mises [ 5] .

Section 2-6 of this publication are devoted to this momentproblem. An

attempt has been made to integrate the sources mentioned above and to present

a general treatment of the various cases that can be distinguished. The most

important results are descriptions of the momentspace by means of inequalities

for the so-called Hankel determinants. Special attention has been paid to

momentvectors corresponding to synmmetric distributions.

The final section 7 relates the outcomes of the previous sections with

the truncated binomial problem, especially with the calculation of minima,x rules.
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It is shown rather generally, that finding a minimax rule is in fact a convex

programming problem, where the conditions are the (in)equalities on the Hankel

determinants. Various results needed for the solution are given and a detailed

example is added. A computer program to calculate'- actually minimax rules is

being developed.
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2. Relations with nonnegative polynomials

~
Consider the space Rn}~ of all real vectors cz(cC,c~,...,cn) and let R be the

space of all vectors c' -(c~,c1,...) with countably many coordinates. Denote

by Sn the linear variety consisting of vectors with first coordinate equal to

1, i.e.

Sn .-{ c E Rnf 1 I c Q- 1} , n E 1[~TT

For any Borelset A C R, the momentspace DÁ is defined as the space of all

c E Sn having the property

c. -! ul d F(u) ~ i- ~,1,...,n

i A

where F is some probability distribution function restricted to A. So, for any

c E DÁ there exists at least one random variable X restriCbed to A and with the

first n moments c~,c2,...,cn. The well-known problem of moments,,which history
n

traces back to Tchebycheff, is to characterize DA, that is to give necessary

and sufficient) conditions for which c E Sn belongs to DÁ.

In this section an important relationship is established between DÁ and

the space of (normalized) polynomials of degree ~ n, which are nonnegative on

A. This result is derived following and extending the algebraic approach of

Shohat and Tamarkin [7]; an outline of the geometric approach taken by Karlin

and Shapley [ 2] is added.
The startingpoint of the algebraic approach is a Hahn-Banach type exten-

tion theorem for nonnegative functionals, cf. Kingman and Taylor [4, T1z. ó.6].

Definition 2.1. Let H be a linear space of functions f: A-~ R and u a linear

functional on H. Then u is called A-nonnegative for A E A, if u(f) ? 0 for all

fEHwithf(x) ~ 0 forallxEA.

Theorem 2.2. (Shohat and Tamarkin [7, p. xiii]). Let H be a linear space of

functions f: Á' } R andif a linear subspace of H. Let u be a linear A-non-

negative flinctional on K, and suppose that for a,ny g E H there exist f~,f2 E K

with

f(x) ~ g(x) ~ f2(x) for all x E A
1 -

Then u can be extended to a linear A-nonnegative functional on H.
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Proof. Denote by M the class of all linear A-nonnegative functionals m defined

on linear spaces J such that K C J C H and m(f) - u(f) for all f E I~. M can be

partially ordered by putting m1 ~ m2 if mi is defined on Ji (i - 1,2),
K C J1 C J2 C H and m1(f) - m2(f) for all f E J1. According to Zorn's lemma,

there exists a m,a~cimal- element in this partial ordering. This element is an

extension m~ oP u defined on some J~ C H that cannot be extended to a larger

subspace of H. It suffices to prove that necessarily J~ - H.

Suppose there exists a h E H-J~. A contradiction will be obtained by

demonstrating that m~ can be extended to the linear space Jh spanned by J~ and

h. By assumption there exist f1 and f2 E K with f1 ~ h ~ f2 on A. Then

m~(f2-f1) ? 0 because of A-nonnegativity, hence mp(f2) ? m~(f1) and i~ s wYiere

i:- inf {mp(f)If E K, f? h on A}

s:- sup {m~(f)~f E K, f ~ h on A}

Choose u satisfying s ~ u ~ i. Any element of Jh can be represented uniquely by

g t rh with g E J~ and r E R . Define m1 by

m1 (g } rh) - mC(B) t ru

Then m1 is a linear A-nonnegative functional on Jh, which gives the required

contradiction.

Now Theorem 2.1~ will be derived stating an important correspondence between the

nonnegative DÁ and the space PÁ of nonnegative normed polynomials defined as

n nPn -{y E Rnt1,{0}I E y.ul ~ 0 ~u E A, ! E yiul du - 1}
A i-p 1 - A i-0

for n E Il`i. This theorem is a modification and extension of Theorem 1.1 of

Shohat and Tamarkin [7]. To simplify the arg~ent a special case of Theorem 2.4

is proved first.

Lemma 2.3. Let c E Sn
c E DÁ if and only if
Proof. 'Only if': For
moments c1,c2,...,cn.

and let A be a finite closed interval in1~ï. Then
n

c'y ~ 0 holds for all y E PA .
c E p~Á there exists a distribution function F with

Hence for all y E PÁ
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n n
c'y - E y.c. - E y. I ul dF(u) -

i-0 1 1 i-0 1 A
n

- f E yiul dF(u) ? 0
A i-0

in view of the nonnegativity of the integrand.
'If': Take some fixed c E Sn and define the functional u on the space K

of all polynomials of (maximal) degree n by

u(Y) - c~Y

Then u is linear and A-nonnegative by assumption. Denote by H the space of all

functions f : R -; ]R satisfying

I f(u) I ~ aun t b

for all u E A and some a, b E 7R. According to Theorem 2.2 u can be extended to

a linear A-nonnegative functional on H, to be denoted by u. Let yI be the in-
dicatorfunction of the interval I C R; then yI E H and yI ~ 0. The function ~

defined by ~(I) :- u(yI) satisfies:
(i) V~(I) ~ ~~

(ii) if I- U Ii with IiIj -~ for i~ j, then
i

~y(I) - E~(Ii) since yI - E YI ~i i i
(iii) ~(I) ~ ~iaR) - cS - 1

Hence F(x) :- ~((-~,x]) defines a distribution function. To complete the proof

it only remains to check that F is restricted to A and that ci -! ul dF(u) for
A

i-0,1,...,n .

Let u~ A; since A is closed IE :- (u-e,ufE) ~ A for some E~ 0. Hence ~y(Ic)- 0

and F is restricted to A. Further, ul can be approximated by stegfunctions

E u~ yI where {Ij} is a dissection of A with max~Ij~ -~ 0 and u~ E Ij for all j.

J J
Hence the properties of u ensure that ci - u(ul) is the limit of

u(E ul yI )- E u~u(YI )- E u~ v~(Ij)
j J J J
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which limit,on the other hand,equals t ul dF by definition of integral. Note

that convergence is guaranteed by the existence of the moments.

The following additional property will be needed: c E Int(DÁ) if and only if

c'y ~ 0 for a11 y E PÁ. The proof is based on the following argument. Take

some fixed cU E DÁ and assume that c~ yU - 0 for some yU E Á. Now take a
c1 E DÁ with c1 y0 ~ 0. Then (cU-ec1)' yU ~ 0 for all e~ 0, hence cU-ec1 4~ DÁ

and cU ~ Int(DÁ). The rest of the proof is simple.
If A in Lemma 2.3 is an open or half-open finite interval, the distribution

function F can have discontinuities in the endpoints of A. Hence DÁ is no longer

a closed set and boundary points have to be included. So in this case in Lemma

2.3 DÁ has to be replaced by its closure Cl(DÁ). The same holds if A is an

infinite interval.
The foregoing remarks show that Lemma 2.3 can be generalized to

Theorem 2.~. Let c E Sn and let A be any interval (closed or (half)open, finite

or infinite) in]R. Then c E Cl(DÁ) if and only if c'y ~ 0 for all y E PA .

Furthermore, c E Int(DÁ) if and only if c'y ~ 0 for all y E PA .

- --- . - -
Karlin and Shapley [2] proved Lemma 2.3. geometrically for the case A a[0,1]

Their proof is outlined below for the slightly more general case of a finite

closed interval A; so for the moment it is assumed A-[a;b].

First of all a dual space is introduced for a convex space. For a closed

convex K C En the cone T(k) C En}1 is defined by

r(k) ;- {x E Enfllax E K for same a~ 0}

~k
In the-conjuga~e-spa~ce (En{1) , consisting of the homogeneous linear flznctions

~
on En}1, the conjugate cone t(K) is defined as follows:

r~(K) :- {y E(En}1)~~y,x ? U for all x E I'(K)}

~
Now for any interior point x of 1'(K) the dual K of K is defined as the crosg

~
section of I' (K):

K~ :- {Y E r~(K)~Y'x - 1}

Then the following theorem may be obtained; see for the proof of the last part

Theorem ~.2 of Karlin and Shapley [2].
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Theorem 2.5. For x E En holds:

~t
x E K if and only if y'x ~ 0 for all y E K ;

~e
x E Int(K) if and only if y'x ~ 0 for all y E K .

This result will now be applied to the momentspace DÁ, which is easily seen
~

to be closed and convex. The conjugate cone 1' (DÁ) consists of all y with

y'c ~ 0 for all c E DÁ . Denote by CÁ the set of extreme points of DÁ; then

for n ~ 2

CÁ -{c E DÁIc' -( 1,u,u2,...,un), u E[a;b]}

and CÁ spans DÁ (Karlin and Shapley [2, Theorem 7.3]). To verify whether

y E r~`(DÁ), it obviously su~s to check whether y'c ~ 0 for all c E CÁ, i.e.

whether

n
E yiul ~ 0 for all u E[ a;b]

i-0
~s

Hence t(DÁ) is the space of n degree polynomials which are nonnegative on

A. Choose for the dual of DÁ the cross section at the interior point c of'DÁ

with c. -(bitl- aifl)~(if1)~(b-a) for i- 0,1,...,n. Then
i

n n
jb E y.ul du - E yici - y'c - 1

a i-0 1 i-0

so the polynomials are normalized. Hence the dual space of DÁ is exactly PÁ

and Lemma 2.3 is prc3ved again. By applying Theorem 2.~ it is found in addition

that c E Int(DÁ) if and only if y'c ~ 0 for all y E PA .

Karlin and Studden [3] extended this analysis to the cases A-[a;~) and

A-(-~;~), the major complication being that DÁ is no longer closed. They

proved that the foregoing results hold even in these cases provided that DÁ is

replaced by its closure C1(DÁ). Hence Lemma 2.3 can be extended to Theorem 2.4.

In fact, Karlin and Studden [3] generalized the momentproblem to so-called

Tchebycheff systems of functions f0(u), f1(u),...,fn(u), for which the moment-

space is defined as

{c E Sn~ci - j fi(u) dF(u), i- 0,1,...,n}
A
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for some distributionfunction F on A. Choosing fi(u) - ul reducea this to the

classical momentproblem considered here. This generalization can be obtained

as well through the algebraic approach followed in the proof of Táeorem 2.4.
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3. Repreaentation of nonnegative polynomials

The value of the established duality between the spaces DÁ and PÁ is the fact

that any nonnegative polynomial of (exact) degree n can be represented with

the help of the squares of two polynomials of degree [n~2] and [(n-1)~2]
respectively. (Here [a] denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to

a E7R), The several cases that should be distinguished are combined in the

next theorem. See Karlin [1] or Karlin and Studden [3] for proofs.

n
Theorem 3.1. Let p(u) - E yiul with yn ~ 0. Then y E PÁ holds if and only if

i-0
p(u) has a representation as follows:

A n P(u)

~
m 2 m-1 2

II (u-u2j)(u-u2 1) t B(u-a)(b-u)IIa
~-

JIJ
1

[ a;b]

~n t 1 (u-u2j-1)2(u-u2j)2 f S(b-u) IIa(u-a) II 11
J ~

2m
m 2 m-1

II (u-u2j)2(u-u2j-~) t ~(u-a)a II JJ I
1

[ a,~)

~nt 1 II (u-u2j-~)2(u-u2j)2 f Ra(u-a) II 1 J
~ 1

2m
m 2 m-1 2

a II (u-u2j-~) t S II(u-u2j)
j-1 j-1

(-~~~)

2m f 1 impossible

Here a,6 ? 0, u~ ~ u2 ~...~ un-~ and ui E A for all i and these nf1

constants are unique.

Note that p(u) has a zero on A if and only if some of the ui ( and~or a and b)

coincide. Hence p(u) is strictly positive on A if and only if

(a~) u~ ~ u2 ~... ~ un-1 (~b).
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Denote for shortness

m
p2m(u) .- II (u-u2j-1)2

j-1

m-1
p~(u) .- (u-a)(b-u) II (u-u2j)2

j-1

m
p~m}1(u) .- (u-a) II (u-~j)2

j~1

m
P~f1 (u) :- (b-u) II (u-u2j-1 )

j-1

2

Then for A-[a;b] any y E PÁ can be written as a pt(u) f S pt(u) with

t E{0,1,...,n}; hence y'c ~ 0 holds for all y E Á, if and only if it is

true for all polynomials p,t and pt , t- 0,1,...,n . Similar results hold for

A-[a;~) and A-(-~;~) and for y'c ~ 0.

Corollary 3.2. The property y'c ~ 0(~0) holds for all y E PÁ if and only if

y'c ? 0(~0) holds for all polynomials p(u) of the following form:

A P(u)

[a;b] pt(u) and pt(u), t- 0,1,...,n

[a;~) p,t(u) , t - 0,1,...,n

(-~~~) ~~t(u) ~ t - 0,1,...,[n~2]
i

Now, consider a specific y E PÁ corresponding with a polynomial of one of the

types introduced above, say with p,~:

~ m 2 m

E yiul - p,~(u) -. [ E xju~] - E E xixjul}~
i-0 j-0 i,j-0

Then y'c ~ 0 holds for all y of this type if and only if the symmetric matrix
m t(c. ) is definite positive, which is true only if det [(citj) i,j-0]ltj i,j-0

is positive for t- 0,1,...,m . Similar results can be obtained for the other
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types of polynomials. Now define the Hankel determinants by

~s -- det [ ( ci}j ) i~ j-0 ]

~s -- det [ (-abci}jf (atb)citjtl -citjf2) isj10]

~2s}1 :- det [ (ci}j}1 -acifj) iSj-O]

e2st1 :- det [(bci}j-citjtl) iSj-O]

For example

c1 -ac0 c2-ac1

c2-ac1 c3-ac2

Then the next theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.~ and corollary 3.2.

Theorem 3.3. Let c E Sn and A C]R. Then c E Int(DÁ) if and only if the follow-

ing Hankel determinants are positive.

A Hankel determinants

[a;b] ~ and ~t, t - 0,1,...,n

[a;~) ~~ t - 0,1,...,n

(-~~") ~ , s - 0,1,...,[n~2]2s

Moreover, if c E Bd(DÁ) these determinants are nonnegative.

Note that reversion of the implication in the last statement is not permitted,

as a matrix with nonnegative leading principal minors is not necessarily semi-

definite positive (see for a counterexample Widder [10, p. 1351).

Of course, other characterizations of definite positive matrices can be

used than positiveness of these minors; however, this last characterization

has proved to be particularly fruitful.
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4. Construction of distribution functions

In this section the problem is solved how to find distribution flznctions

F on A corresponding with a given point of the momentspace. It will be

shown that for finite n always a step function can be found. Specyal
attention will be paid to step functions which have as few steps as possíble.

Such a most simple step function is nót necessarily unique; uniqueness may

demand fixing the location of (for example)the first step. A sG~ution-for

t~e casé A-~, based on Tchebycheff's findings, was given by von Mises

[ 5 , -ch : vrrzl .
Denote by ~A the class of all distribution functions on A and by ~A(c)

the subclass of ~A having momentvector c E DÁ. Following Wald [8], the degree
of a step function F in the interval A C]Et is defined as the number of differ-
ent steps, counting a step at an end point of A as one half. Step
functions corresponding with points in the boundary and in the interior of Dk

will be derived separately. For easy reference, the Hankel determinants cor-

responding with a given interval A through Theorem 3.3,are called the relevant

Hankel determinants.

n
Theorem 4.1. For any c E Bd(DA), ~A(c) contains exactly one element F. This

unique F is a step function and has a degree that equals half the lowest index

of the relevant Hankel determinants with value 0.

Proof. Since c E Bd(DÁ), Theorem 3.3 implies that some of the relevant Hankel

determinants have the value 0. Consider the case that among these the determi-

nant with lowest index is
(x0,xl,...,xs) E Rn with

s
E x.c - 0 ,

p2s, s- 1,...,[n~2]. Then there exists a

j - O,l,...,s

so any F E Á(c) must satisfy

s s s s
I[ E x ul]2 dF(u) - I E E x.x ul}~ dF(u) - E x[ E x.c ]- 0
A i-0 1 A i,j-0 1 ~ j-0 ~ i-0 1 1}J

Hence [E xiul]2 E PÁ and F is a atep function with at most s(different) steps.

If however, F has only s-1 steps u1,u2,...,us-1 E Int(A), then

s-1
j u~ n(u-ui) dF(u) - 0, j- 0,1,...,s-1
A i-1
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leading to an (excluded) linear dependence between the rows of ~(s-1) .
Similarly, if one of the steps of F coincides with ~an end point of A,

~s-1 or ~2s-1 has value 0. So, F has s different steps in ui E Int(A) of

magnitude pi and the degree of F is s. By solving the system

s
E piui - cs , t- 0,1,...,s-1

i-1

the pi are determined uniquely.
In case the relevant Hankel determinant with lowest

a similar reasoning shows that F has sf1 steps at a
index and value 0 is ~2s ,

u1 au2~ ... ~u3~us}1-b
are treated in the same

e

and therefore F is of degree s again. The other cases

Way.

n
Theorem ~.2. For any c E Int(DA), A(c) contains infinitely many elements.

Among them is a step function of degree (nt1)~2, except in the case A- I2 and

even n, where a step f~uiction of degree (nf2)~2 exists.

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the fact that any c E Int(DÁ)

can be represented in infinitely many ways by a convex combination of boundary

points. The same convex combination of the corresponding distribution functions

is a distribution funetion corresponding with c.
nf 1

For A-[a;b] and c'- (c~,c1,...,cn) E Int(DÁ), define c~ E Bd(DA ) bY

c~ :- (c~,c1,...,cn
theorem states that

,cntl) where cn}1 is the solution of ~}1 - 0. The foregoing

a unique step function F E 3A(c~) exists with degree (nf1)~2.

Of course F E Á(c) holds too. A second distribution function of minimal degree
~e

is obtained through c E Bd(DÁ}1) with as last coordinate the solution of

pntl - 0. Note that exactly one of these two distribution functions has the

first step at a.
In case A-[a;~) a distribution function of minimal degree can be found only

through c~ and hence is unique. Note that for even n the first step occurs at

a automatically.
For A-(-m;~), a similar axgument shows that for odd n a unique F exists with

degree (nf1)~2. For n- 2m, the points (cD,c1,...c~, c2m~1, c2mt2) are con-

sidered. For any c2mf1, ~L(mf1) - 0 determines a boundary point of I~}2, hence

infinitely many F E Á(c) exist with degree (nt2)~2 . Note that such an F is

urn.quP7y determined by its first step: if that first step occurs at a E~t, then

c E D~a,~) as well and a foregoing case applies.
,

From the foregoing lemmas the conatruction of distribution functions of minimal

degree follows simply, since the steps occur at the roots of one of the poly-
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nomials pt or pt . The next theorem gives a detailed description. Here Mt

and Mt denote the matrices of which the determinants are ~ and ~t respectively,

while vt and vt are the last columns of Mt and Mt respectively, without the

element in the lower righthand corner:

s-1v2s .- (cstj) j-0

v2s :- (-abcstj-1t(atb)cs}j-cstj~l) j-0

s-1
v2st1 :- (cstjtl- acsfj) j-0

s-1
v2s}1 .- (bcs}j - cstjfl) j-0

Theorem k.3. Let c E Bd(DÁ) . Except the possible steps at the endpoints of A,

the k steps of the unique F E~A(c) coincide with the zeros of the polynomial

k-1
uk t E x.ulii-0

where x:- ( x~,x1,...,xk-1)' . If the relevant Hankel determinant with value 0

and lowest index is ~, then x is given by Mt-2 x--v,t; if this determinant

is ét, then x is given by Mt-2 x--vt .

Proof. Consider as typical case ~s - 0 with lowest index (s - 0,1,...,(n~2]).

Then the unique F E~A(c) has s steps u1,u2,...,us E Int(A). Hence

s
! u~ II(u-ui) dF(u) - 0, j- 0,1,...,s-1
A i-1

Putting

s s s-1 i
II(u-ui) -. u t E xiu

i-1 i-0

the system of linear equations

s-1
E xici}j - -cs}j ~ j - 0,1,...,s-1
i-0

is formed, which can be written as MZs-2 x- v,~s .
The other cases can be treated similarly . Note that k equals the number of

rows of the determinant being 0, hence k -[t~2], except if ~2s - 0, when

k - s-1.
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For c E Int(DÁ), distribution functions of minimal degree are found similarly:

it boils down to equating to 0~}1, ~nf1 or ~f2, whichever applies. The last

case, referring to A-7R and even n, deserves the choice of an arbitra.ry cntl'
The details follow from the proof of Theorem ~.2.

All elements of ~A(c) must show certain intersection properties with respect

to a F of minimal degree. This follows from the next two lemmas, due to von

Mises [ 5, Ch. VIII ] .

Lemma 4.4. If F1 and F2 both belong to ~A(c) for some c E Int(DÁ), then F2-F1

changes sign on A at least n times.
Proof. The relations

I ul dF2(u) - ci -! ul dF1(u) , i- 0,1,...,n
A A

imply that for any nth degree polynomial pn(u)

J pn(u) d[F2(u) - F1 (u)] - 0

A

Hence by partial integration

J[ F2(u) - F1 (u)] pn(u) du - 0

A

Now, if F2-F1 should change sign only at the n-1 points u1,u2,...,un-1 ,
choosing pn(u) - IIi(u-ui) would make the integrand never change sign on A,

which provides a contradiction unless F2 and F1 are identical.

Lemma ~.5. If F1 and F2 both belong to ~A and F1 is a step function of degree

m, F2-F1 changes sign at most 2m-1 times.

Proof. The le~a follows at once from the observation that the non-decreasing

function F2 can intersect only once each horizontal and vertical segment of

the graph of F1 .

Now, take c E Int(DÁ) and F~ E Á(c) with minimal degree. Recall that the

spectrum S(F) of a distribution function F is defined as

S(F) :- {u E~I ~ e~ 0 : F(ufE) ~ F(u-é)}

If the degree if FC is (nf1)~2, the foregoing le~as imply that any F E~A(c),

not identical with FC,intersects FC exactly n times - the maximum number.
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Hence with one obvious exception one of the inequalities

sup S(F~) ~ sup S(F), inf S(F~) ~ inf S(F)

must hold for all F E ~A(c), the only exception being the FD found in the case
~

A-(a;b] and odd n through c(by equating ~n}~ to 0). Note that for odd n,
the inequalities above hold simultaneously ( with the same exception). If the
degree of FS equals ( nt2)~2 ( the case A - ~ and n even), exactly one of the
two inequalities holds.
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5. Further description of momentspaces

Obviously, the inclusions

D[ a;b] [ a;~n C Dn )

hold strictly for all n. In this section it will be investigated under what

conditions points of a larger momentspace belong to a smaller one as well. Of

course, conditions of this kind can be obtained from Theorem 3.3 in terms of

positivity of Hankel determinants, but here a different approach will be

followed. Define for F E Á

fF :- inf S(F) JCF :- sup S(F)

So, if F is a step function, fF and kF denote its first and last step, respec-

tively. For simplicity, f and R will be abbreviated to f0 and k0 in the
F~ F~

following lemmas.

Leimna 5.1. Let c E C1(D~a;~)) and let FC E~[a;~)(c) have minimal degree. Then

c E D[a;b]
if and only if R.~ ~ b.

Proof. Three cases have to be considered.
For c E Bd(Dn ~)), FC is the unique element of ~[a~~)(c).

[ a;
So FD is the only

élement thàt ~ a;b~.(c) might cnntain; this occurs if and only if no step of FC

exceeds b.
For c E Int(D~}~ ) assume c E D~}~ and let F E~ a;b] (c), F~ FC . The

[ a~~) ' [ a~b] [

considerations at the end of the previous section imply kC ~!CF and fC ~ fF~

so FC E~ a;b] (c ) too. Therefore, c E D~~b] holds if and only if FC E~[ a;bj (c ),

which is true again if and only if all steps of F~ lie in [a;b] .

For c E Int(D~ ~)), any F E~ a;b](c), F~ F0, satisfies fF ? a- fC, hence
[ a,

RF ~ R~, giving the same result once more.

Th~ proof appears to be based on the fact that the unique FC has the 'narrowest'

spectr~ of all F E~ )(c). The next lemma ïsproved similarly. Note tFiat-
[ a;m -

ofor c E Int(I~ ) no such result can be obtained, since F is no longer unique.

Lemma 5.2. Let c E C1(I~~}1) and let FC E~(c) have minimal degree. Then

2mf 1c E Cl(D ~) if and only if f~ ~ a; c E D[a~b] if and only if f0 ? a and k~~'b.
[ a;m
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According to Theorem ~.3 the steps of a F~ of minimal degree coincide with the

zeros of a given polynomial. To apply the lea~as it is therefore necessary to
derive conditiona under which all zeros of a polynomial are below ( above) a
given bound.

k k-1 i
Lemma 5.3. Let the polynomial u f E xiu , k E~1 have k real zeros. These k

i-0
zeros are positive if and only if

k-1(-1) xi ~ 0 , i - 0,1,...,k-1

Proof. Denote the k zeros by ul,...,uk. Then

k k-1
II (u-uh) - uk t E xiul

hs1 1-0

xk-i
1

(-1)1 E ... E n
hl~...~hi j-1 ~

i - 1,...,ke

where the su~ation extends over {(hl,...,hi)Ih1~...~hi, hj E{1,,,,,k} for

j - 1,...,i} .
If all uh are positive, (-1)1 xk-i ~ 0 holds for i- 1,...,k. giving the 'only

if' part of the lemma.
Assume conversely that the conditions on the xi hold and suppose uk ~ 0. These

assumptions will be shown to be contradictory. That is obvious for k- 1; for

k ~ 1 consider

k-1 k-1
E y.ul .- II (u-uh)

i-0 1 h-1

Then

k-1 k-1 k
uk t E x.ul -(u-uk) E y.ul - E(y. y.)uii-1 -uk i

i-0 1 i-0 1 i-0

with the convention yk - y-1 - 0, hence forward yk-1 - 1 and

xi - yi-1 - ukyi , i- O,l,...,k-1

Multiplication by (-1)k-1 gives

(-1)k-1
yi-1 ~ -uk(-1)k-if1 yl ~ i - 0,1,...,k-1
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or

(-1)k-1 yi-1 ~- ukyk-1 ~ 0, i- 0,1,...,k-1

However, substituting i-0 gives a contradiction.

An immediate consequence of the lemma is, that all zeros are
k-i

and only if (- 1) xi is non-negative for all i. Similarly,
k-i

k real positive zeros if and only if (- 1) xi is negative.

non-negative if
-uk t Ex.ul hasi

k
Theorem 5.4. Let the polynomial E xju~ , k E IN with xk - 1 have

u1,...,uk. Then

k real zeros

k

u~ a(j-1,...,k) ea (-1)k-1 E(J)x.a~-1 ~ 0(i-0,1,...,k)
j i ~j-i

k
u t a(j-1,...,k) sa E(i)xja~-1 ~ 0(i-0,1,...,k)

~ j-i

for all a E 7R .

Proof. Write the polynomial as follows

k k k j
E x u~ - E x[(u-a)ta] ~- E x E ( ~ )(u-a)la~-1

-

j-~ ~ j-p ~ j-0 ~ i-0 1

k k k ii
- E (u-a)1 E (i)xja~- -. E yi(u-a)

i-0 j-i i-0

i
Al1 zeros of E xiul exceed a if and only if all zeros of E yi(u-a) are positive,

so the first statement follows from Lemma 5.3. The second statement is implied

by the first one; write

E xju~ - E yi(-u)~
j-0 j-0

where now yj :- (-1)~ xj, j- 0,1,...,k. All zeros of E xju~ are smaller than a

if and only if all zeros of E yi(-u)~ exceed -a. For even k this gives the con-

dition

k(-1)k-1 E(i)(-1)~ xj(-a)~-1 ~ 0, i- 0,1,...,k
j-0
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while for odd k the sign must be reversed since yk --1. In both cases the

condition may be rewritten as

k
E(J)x aJ-i ~ 0, i- 0,1,...,k

j -i i j

as was to be proved.

Now, take c E C1(Dn ~)) and let ~(t - 2,3,...,nf1) be the (relevant) Hankel-
[ a;

determinant of lowest index with value 0. (Remember that ~}1 - 0 can be achieved

by suitable choice of cn}1.) According to Lemma 5.1, c E D[a;b.~ if and only if

all steps of the unique FO E~[a;~)(c) of minimal degree do not exceed b. Follow-

ing Theorem 4.3, an equivalent statement is that all zeros of the polynomial

u[ t~2] f [ tE2]-x.uJ
Jj-0

with x--Mt12 vt , do not exceed b. Denote by M(J) the matrix M with the jth

column replaced by -vtt2 (J - 1,2,...,[t~2] f 1), while ~j) :- dt(Mtj)). Then

Cramer's rule gives

xj - OtJ21),~-2 ' J-0,1,...,[t~2]

where xt t~2] - 1 holds on behalf of the convention MtJ )- Mt for j~[ t~2] f 1.

Application of Theorem 5.~ to the polynomial

[ t~2] 0( jf1 )~d uj
~-2 -t-2

j-0

gives the next theorem.

Theorem 5.5. Let c E C1(Dn )) and let ~(t - 2,3,...,nf1) be the Hankel[ a;m
determinant with value 0 and lowest index. Then c E D~a;b] if and only iP

[ t,2] j (j}1 ) j-i
~. (i) ~-2 b ~ 0 , i - 0,1,...,[t~2]

j-i

Note that c belongs to Int(D~a~b]) if and only if t- nf1 and all inequalities

are strict. (If the last condition is not satisfied, FO has a step at a or b,

implying that a Hankel-determinant of lower index exists with value 0.)
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The next theorem is proved in the same way. Note that a similar result can

be obtained for c E gd(I~m).

2mt1Theorem 5.6. Let c E C1(I)~ ) and let ~s (s - 1,2,...,mf1) be the Hankel

determinant with value 0 and lowest index. Then c E Cl(D~}1)) if and only if
[ a;~

s-i s j (jt1) j-i
(-1) ~.(i) 12s-2 a ~ 0 , i-0,1,...,s .

j-i

F~zrthermore, c E D~}1 if and only if
( a;b]

s
~ (i) ~2s}2) bj-i ~ 0 , i - 0,1,...,s

j-i

holds as well.

As has been mentioned before, conditions for c to belong to a smaller moment-

space follow at once from Theorem 3.3. These conditions demand the positivity
of additional Hankel determinants. By combining these results with the fore-
going theorems, relations between Hankel-determinants can be found that are

rather difficult to obtain directly. E.g., Theorems3.3 and 5.5 imp1Y

Lemma 5.7. If ~- 0 and ~ ~ 0 for i- 0,1,...,t-1, then ~i ~ 0 holds for

i- 0,1,...,t if and only if

[ t~2] j ( jf1 ) j-i
~ (i) Ot-2 b ~ 0 , i- 0,1,...,[t~2] .

j-0
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6. Momentspaces of symmetric distribution

Now the question is answered under what conditions a moment vector c E DÁ

corresponds with a symmetric distribution f~netion in ~A(c) with the midpoint

of A as point of symmetry. Karlin and Shapley [2]touched at this question for

the case A-[0;1]. Their geometric arg~ents (Theorem 25.6) implied that the

condition ~2st1 -~sf1 (s- S'1,...,[(n-1)~2]) is necessary. Here, a direct

proof shows that this condition is necessary as well as sufficient for ar~y

interval A. The proof is given for a specific A, which is then extended to

general (finite) intervals A. For the specific A could have been taken Karlin

and Shapley's choice [0;1]; for a symmetric distribution c then satisfies the
c

relations of Leamia 6.1.

Lemma 6.1. The moments {ck}~ of a distribution on [0;1] that is symmetric round

1~2 satisfy for k- 0,1,2,...

kt1
E ck}j (-1)J [(jk1) } (k~1)l - 0

j-0

k
E (c . - c . )(-1 )~[ (k-~ ) t (k)] - 0

j-0
kt~ ktJt1 J- J

k
E (ckfj - 2ck}jf1)(-1)J(~) - 0

j-0

Proof. Straightforward.

However, the choice A-[-1;1] is much simpler, since a symmetric distribution

is then characterized by vanishing odd moments.

Lemma 6.2. Let A- [-1;1] and c E DÁ. Then ~A(c) contains a syamietric distribu-

tion function if and only if

~st1 - ~2sf1

holds for s - 0,1,...,[(n-1)~2] .

Proof. Labelling the Hankel~3eterminants in the special case A-[-1;1] with an

asterisk gives
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s
~ 002s}1 - det[ {ci}j } cifjfl} 1,J - l

s
~2s}1 - det[ {ci}j - cifjtl }

i, j- Ol

Since ~A(c) is not empty, a symmetric distribution with moment vector c exists,

if and only if c2s}1 - 0 for s- 0,1,... So the existence of a symmetric distri-

bution in Á(c) implies that the Hankel determinants look as follows

s
p2s}1 - det[ {c2[(itjfl )~2] } 1'J - 0~

s

~~f1 ' det[ { (-1 )ifj
c2[ (ifjtl )~2~ } 1'J - 0~

where the label S stands for symmetry. By changing in ~2Sf1
even columns and after that the signs of the even rows,
proving the necessity of the condition in the lemma.

Sufficiency will be proved by showing that

~sf1 - ~2sf1 ' s - 0,1,...,k

implies

c2st1 - 0 , s - 0,1,...,k

the signs of the

~st1 is obtained,

which is demonstrated by induction with respect to k. For k- 0, ~~ - ~~ implies

c1- 0. Next, let the statement hold for s- 0,1,...,k-1 and assume ~st1 -~2st1
for s- 0,1,...,k. Since c2s}1- 0 f'or.'s- 0,1,...,k-1, changing signs in the even

columns of ~2kf1 and afterwards in the even rows, gives the equality

~t x :~S
0 - ~2kt1 - ~2kf1 - 2c2kt1 02k-1

If ~k-1 - 0, c-(c0,c1,...,c2k) is a boundary point of DÁk according to
Theorem 3.3, which therefore corresponds with a unique distribution flznction
F E Á(c), - see Theorem ~.1. However, the function F'~ defined by

F~(x) - [ 1tF(x)-F(-x)] ~2

is a symmetric distribution function in ~A(c). Hence F- F~ and c2kf1 - 0,
concluding the induction argument.
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Theorem 6.3. Let A be a finite interval in1R and c E DÁ. Then ~A(c) contains
a distribution function that is symmetric round the mid-point of A, if and
only if

~sf1 - ~2st1

holds for s - 0,1 ,. . . ,[ (n-1 )~2] .

Proof. Subtract b times column j-1 from column j of ~2sf1; subtract a times

column j-1 from column j of 02sf1 (j - 1,2,...,s). With the exception of the

first column, all elements of ~2sf1 have been replaced then by abci}j-1 -

-(atb)ci}j f ci}j~,1, while the elements of ~2st1 have the opposite sign. So,

the elements vij of Vs :- ~st1 - a2st1 ~e for i- 0,1,...,s given by

vij --abcitj-1 t(afb)ci}j - cifjfl ' ~- 1,2,...,s

vio

2ci}1 - (afb)ci for even s.{
(a-b)ci for odd s

Now, let X be a random variable with support in A-[a;b] and momentvector c.

For [ a;b] not identical to [-1 ;1] ,

Y .- (2X-a-b)~(b-a)

defines a random variable with support in [-1;1], while (X-a)(b-X) -(1-Y2)(b-a)2~4.

So for i - 0,1,...,s

vij - E[X1}~-1(1-Y2)] ~ j - 1,2,...,s

v. -io
E(Xl) for odd s

up to constant factor per column. Next,

E(X1Y) for even s

E[Xl}~(1-Y2)] -E[Xl}~-1(1-Y2)] (atb)I2 - b2a E[X1}~-1 y(1-Y2)]

Therefore, by subtracting (atb)~2 times column j-1 from column j(j - 1,2,...,s)

one factar X of any element vi~ (j ~ 0) is replaced by Y(up to a constant factor).
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Repeated application ahows that for i- 0,1,...,s

v.. - E[X1Y~-1(1-Y2)] , j - 1,2,...,s
i~

up to a constant. Next, all rows are diminished with ( atb)~2 times their pre-

decessor, until every factor X has been replaced by Y. The resulting determi-

nant is precisely VS :- ~sf1 - 02sf1 ( up to a constant) corresponding with

the variable Y on [-1;1]. Since X is symmetric round (atb)~2 if and only if Y

is symmetric round 0. Lemma 6.2 finishes the proof.

Note that the fact that the mid-.point of A should be the point of symmetry, is

in fact no restriction at all. For, if a distribution function is symmetric

round c 1 on [~,a;b] , it i s as well symmetr ic round c 1 on [ c 1-d ; c 1 td] where

d .- min (c1-a,b-c1).
The next lemma shows that both ~st1 and ~2sf1 can be expressed by means of

the determinants ~2s) .

Lemma 6.~. For A- [ a;b] C]R

sf1
~st1 - (-1)s}1 E a~ 02s}1)

j-0

st1 j (j}1)
02sf1 - j~~ b ~s

Proof. For wi :- (ci,ci~1,...,cifs) with i- 0,1,...,st1 ,

~2s - det(w~,w1,...,ws) in obvious notation. Further,

~2sf1 - det(bw~-w1,bw1-w2,...,bws-ws}1) -

- b det(w~,bw1-w2,...,bws-wstl) }

f det(-w1,-w2,-w3,...,-wstl) -

- pZs)
t b det(w~,bw1-w2,...,bws-wsfl)

and so on. The first statement then follows immediately.

As a conaequence of these results, Theorem 6.3 can be formulated as follows:

i~A(c) contains a symmetric distribution on (a;b] if and only if for
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s - 0,1,...,[ (n-1)~2]

sf 1
E ~~}1 ) I (clfd)~ t ( -1 )s(c1-d)~] - 0

j-0

where d :- min(c1-a,b-c1) .
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7. The truncated binomial problem

The question how to estimate the parameter ~ of a binomial distribution, if 8

is known to be between 1-P and P, was considered in Moors [6].. It originated
from Warner's [9] randomized response technique and was called the truncated
binomial problem. To be precise, this problem is the statistical decision pro-
blem (9~,A,L), where

(i) for the action- and parameterspace holds A- 6~ -[1-P;P] with pre-
assigned P E (~;1] ,

(ii) the loss function L: 6~ x A-~]Et is defined by L(8,a) -(8-a)2

(iii) a random variable X is observed, having the binomial distribution
B(n;8) with known n.

Some of the results of Moors [6] for the truncated binomial problem are the
following.

The class D of non-randomized decision rules d is essentially complete, so

there is no need to consider the whole class D of randomized rules d. The Bayes
rule dT with respect to some prior distribution r on [1-P;P] is given by
dT(i) - mil~mi~ ( i - 0,1,...,n) where

n-i
mi~ :- ET [~it~(1-8)n-1] - E (-1)k (nkl)uif tkk-0 ~

with ui :- ET(81). The minimum Bayes risk equals
2

r(T,dT) - u2 - E (i) mi1
i-0 i0

~rther, Bayes rules with respect to least favourable prior distributions were

found to be minimax. Invariance considerations implied that only symmetric

priors had to be considered.
To find a least favourable distribution and hence a minimax rule, r(T,dT)

needs to be maximized with respect to the vector c:- (u~,u1,...,un}1)' ~e

restrictifln is, that c belongs to the convex momentspace DÁ}~ with A-[1-P;P].

In fact c must correspond with some symmetric distribution on [1-P;P]. In the

foregoing sections (especially in Theorem 3.3 and 6.3) it was shown that this

restriction can be translated in terms of non-negativTty of Hankel determinants.

F~rther, the Lemmas 7.2 to 7.4 prove that r(T,dT) is a concave function of c.

Hence the next theorem - where ui and ci are identified - follows immediately.
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Theorem 7.1. Finding a minimax rule for the truncated binomial problem is a
convex programming problem where the coneave object function r(T,dT) has to
be maximized over the convex space defined by the relations

(i) ~~ 0, 0t ~ 0 , t- 0,1,...,nt1

(11) ~sf1 -
~2s}1 , s - 0,1,... ~I-n~2)

Lemma 7.2. The minimum Bayes risk inf r(T,d) is a concave function of T.
dED ~s

Proof. Take two prior distributions T,T' E T and define T" :- ~T t(1-a)T'
for any a E(0;1). Since r(T,d) is the expected risk if 8 has distribution T,
it follows at once that

r(T",d) - ar(T,d)t(1-a)r(T',d)

By taking the infimum with respect to d the lemma is proved.

Lemma 7.3. If the minimum Bayes risk inf r(T,d) is a function only of the
momentvector c:- (ET(8~),ET(81),...,ET(8m)), it is a concave function of c.

Proof. Let c,c' anc c" be the momentvectors corresponding with T,T' and T"
respectively and define r~`(c) :- infd r(T,d). Then

r~(c~~) ~ ar~(c) f (1-a)r~`(c' )

according to the previous lemma. But c" - ac t(1-a)c', which gives the desired
result.

Lemma 7.4. For the truncated binomial problem the minimum Bayes risk inf r(T,d)
is a strictly concave function of the momentvector c.
Proof. Only the strictness of the concavity has to be proved. Now r~(c") -
- ar~`(c) f(1-A)r~`(c') with T~ T' implies that the Bayes rule dT with respect
to T is Bayes with respect to T' as well. Hence the mi~ are identical for T and
T' and so are the momentvectors.

The Hankel determinants occurring in the convex programming ~problem of
Théórem 7.1 are given below.
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~s ~ det[(citj)isj-~]

~2s - det((-(1-P)Pci}j t citjtl - cifjt2)isj1 0]

~st1 - det [(ci}j}1 - (1-P)cifj)isj - 0]

p2s}1 - det [(Pci}j - ci}j}1 )isj - ~]

To solve the programming problem it will be necessary to obtain the derivati~Tes

of object function and constraints. With respect to r(T,dT), the following

formulae are easily checked.

a2m.amij
( n-1 ) ( -1 )v-i-j ?s]-

acy - v-1-j ' acvacw - 0

a mi1 v-i-1 n-i v-i mi1t -~ ~m.cv [mÓ-(-1 ) (v-i ) [ n-v~t1 mi~ i0

m.2 m. am. m. am.
a[~ - i1 [ 2 i1 - i1 i0 ]-

3cv mi~ mi0 acv mi0 acv

v-i-1 n-i v-i mi], mi1
- (-1 ) (v-i)[ 2 n-vf1 }mi0

] mi0

2
a2 mi1 a mi1 a mi1

ac ac [ m -~io ac ~~ a~ [ m -
v w io v io w io

- 2 ( -1 )vfw( n-i ) ( n-i ) [ v-i } mi 1~ [ w-i } mi ~ -
mi~ v-i w-i n-vt1 mi~ n-wt1 mi0

Note that the sign of the last expression depends only ón the question whether

vfw is odd or even.
The derivatives of the Hankel determinants are found with the help of

Lemma 7.5. The derivatives of A:- det[(aij)i,lj - 1] are given by

aA n n aai. i-1 ~E E A8x - i-1 j-1.ax:

where A1~ is the cofactor of aij .
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ProoP. Lise induction with respect to n. For n- 1 the statement is obvious;
for n~ 1, A- E a~ jA~ J, hence

j

~A -~ a~Z A~ j f E a . aA~
J

ax j ax j 1J ax

Now, the induction assumption implies

aA~J ~ ~ aaik A1j
ax - i~1 k~j ax ik

where Aik denotes the 'cofactor' of the ele.ments a1j and aik simultaneously,
i.e. the determinant obtained by deleting in A the rows 1 and i and the columns
j and k, and multiplied with (-1)~}1}J}k. Further

Alk - E a Aik

j~k ~J ~J

hence

aa aa.
8x -~ á1 A~J t E E aXk E a~

Aik -i~1 k j~k Jj

- E a~~- A1J f E E aalk Aik -
j ax i~~ k ax

aa.
- E E -1~- Aljax1 J

which had to be proved.

Application to the Hankel determinants occurring in this section gives

a~2s
ack

k
- (-1)k E ~2sk-J

j-0

a~2s
-(-1)kf~[P(1-P) E ~J'k-j } k~~ 0j~k-j-1 } kE2 ~j~k-j-2~

ac 2s 2s 2sk j-0 j-0 j-0

aas}~ - (-1)kt1 [ ( ~-P) E ~2st1J } k~1 ~st~J-1 ~
k j-0 j-0
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a~2st1
-(-1)k [P E ~~'k-j t kE1 ~j~k-j-1~

8ck j-0 2st1 j-0 2st1

To conclude,the case n- 2 is treated in detail by way of example. The important
Hankel determinants are then

~~ - c~-(1-P)cQ

~~ - Pc0-c~

~2 --P( ~-P)c~ t c1 - c2

c~ c2

c~-(1-P)c~ c2-(1-P)c~
c2-(1-P)c~ c3-(1-P)c2

Pc~-c1 Pc1-c2

Pc1-c2 Pc2-c3

The non-negativity conditions of Theorem 7.1 give with c~ - 1 the following six
inequalities:

c~ ~ 1-P

c1 ~ P

c1-c2 ~ P(1-P)

c2-c~ ~ 0

c1c3 t (1-P)c1c2 - (1-P)2c~ t (1-P)2c2-c2 - (1-P)c3 ~ 0

c1c3 t Pc1c2 - P2c~ t P2c2-c2 - Pc3 ~ 0

The syffinetry equations ~1 - ~1 and ~3 - ~3 can be simplified to c1 -~ and
c3 - 3c2~2 - G respectively and the six inequalities are reduced to a trio:

c2 ~ ~-P(1-P)

c2 ~ ~

(P2-P t ~ )c2-c2 ~ (P2-P t ~ ) I~

Introducing ~:- (2P-1)2 they can be reduced even f~arther to
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(c2-~)(c2-~) ~ D

This single inequality defines the convex momentspace over which the Bayes risk

m2 m2 m2 (c -2c -c )2 (c -c )2 c2
01 11 21 1 2 3 2 3 3

r(T~dT) - u2-m00-2m10- m20 - c2- 1-2c1}c2 -2 c1-c2 -c2

must be maximized. The symmetry relations simplify this expression to

6c2-Sc2-1
r(T,dT) - 8c2

The unconditioned maximum is reached for c2 - 18 and it is easily checked
that the maximum Bayes risk is given by

max r(T,d ) -
for~~ ~-1

T 4-1~~- " ~~ 2-1

in agreement with Moors [6, Lemma 3.8].
Distribution functions F of minimal degree corresponding with this maximum

are found with the aid of Section 4. First, take ~ ~~-1; then the maximizing
momentvector is (1,2,(~t1)~4,(3~-1)~4) E Bd(DÁ). The relevant Hankel determinant
with value 0 and lowest index is ~2 and Theorem 4.1 implies that F is unique and
has degree 1. Theorem 4.3 states that to find possible steps of F inside
A-[1-P,P] the system M~x --v2 has to be solved, showing that F only has
steps at the end-points 1-P and P. From the symmetry it follows that F is
given by

0 for x ~ 1-P
F(x) -~ for 1-P ~ x ~ P

1 for x ~ P

For ~p ~~-1, distribution functions of minimal degree in Á( c) have to be found
where c- (1,~,1~~,3~I8-c) E Int(DÁ). With the additional condition
~- 0, ~A(c~) contains a unique element F~ with degxee 2(compsre the proof of
Theorem ~.2). Solution of the system M2x --~ or
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gives x -(1~.2 -~~~,-1) and following Theorem 1~.3 the steps of F~ coincide
with the zeros of the polynomial u2 -.u f 1~2 -~~4. Hence, F~ corresponds with
the probability distribution giving probability 1~2 to each of the points

1~2 t JJ2-1 ~2 E int[ 1-P,Pj .

Similarly, the condition ~~ - 0 leads to the equation M2x --v2 or
(-P(1-P)cG f c1 - c2)x - -P(1-P)c1 f c2 - c3 or x - 1~2. The unique F~` E~A(c~)

has steps in 1-P,1~2 and P with jumps (~-1)~2~,1-(~-1)~~ and (~-1)~2~

respectively as further examination shows.
For the case ~~~-1 the figure below shows the two distribution functions.

Note that the number of intersections is exactly 3, in accordance with Lemmas
~.4 and 4.5.

F(x)

t

(~-1 )~2~ ~~

F~ ~
( I
I ~
~ I
I i
1 ~

F~`
I ;

r ~
I ~
I

I ~
~ I
I ~
I ~
1 ~

0 1- ~d2-1
2
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